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Problem statement &
technique 1



Problem: Create representation for paralinguistic speech 
tasks

Lexical

1. Automatic Speech Recognition ex:
"Hi, my name is Joel. Nice to meet 
you!

Paralinguistic

1. Emotion ex."Excitement"
2. Speaker identification
3. Language identification
4. Wearing a mask?
5. Real or fake?
6. Accent
7. Dysarthria

EN/US
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Dataset: YT-U [1]

Video categories by length (outer) and 
number (inner)

Dataset creation process:
1. Randomly collect 3 million hours of 

audio from "speech-heavy" 
YouTube videos, including lectures, 
news and interviews, filtered by 
language. 

2. Remove non-speech segments to 
yield approximately a million hours 
of unlabeled audio data.

3. Uniformly sampled to 16 KHz 
quality—any audio with a different 
native sampling rate is either 
up-sampled or downsampled. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.13226.pdf


Conformer [1]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.08100.pdf


Wav2Vec 2.0 training [1]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2006.11477v3.pdf


Evaluation [1]
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1. N downstream eval datasets
2. M candidate embedding models
3. Train linear models (logistic regression, balanced logistic regression, LDA)
4. Best model (by dev set score) performance on test set is the score for that (dataset, model) pair

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12764


Evaluation datasets / tasks



Results 2



Main result [1]

● Top row (Prev SoTA) has task-specific models that are arbitrarily complex. The others 
come from linear models on time-averaged candidate embeddings

● “Conformers” are the category of model that we explored in this study
● “CAP” is the name of our model with the best overall paralinguistic representations
● “CAP12” is the name of the overall best performing representation (layer 12 of CAP)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.04621


Analysis 1: How important is the Conformer’s large context 
window?

● 3 second context windows is 
99% as performant

● 2 second context window is 
98% as performant

● Paralinguistic is captured by 
intermediate layers but lost 
in the final layers



Analysis 2: Which tasks require larger context?

● Speech emotion recognition 
and speaker ID tasks require 
larger context windows

● Lang ID, mask challenge, 
fake speech are fine with 1 
sec



Analysis 3: Are better representations complementary or 
strictly better?

Each square is the probability that 
Model Y correctly predicts an 
example given that Model X and 
Model Y disagree on the 
prediction. The result is averaged 
over task.

● CAP12 strictly outperforms 
embeddings (except possibly 
ASR embedding)



Analysis 1: How similar are representations of different 
layers, and different networks?

Linear CKA scores between all pairs of layers: (left) within 
the Conformer XL YT network and (right) across the top 
performing Conformer XL YT and XXL YT networks. The 
colormap is truncated at 0.7 as is common to both images

● Peaks occur at similar 
fractional layer

● Overall shape is similar



Observation 1: The representations are similar between 
different networks as a fraction of network depth

Aggregate NOSS score for 6 different Conformer models as a 
function of layer index normalized to [0.0, 1.0] using (layer #) / 
(# of layers), where # of layers is different for different models

● Peaks occur at similar 
fractional layer

● Overall shape is similar


